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Dynamic behaviors of micro air bubbles in a stagnant vertical water reactor
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Abstract:

Milli and micro size bubbles show altogether different dynamic behavior in a vertical water column. Millimeter size air bubble adds turbulence and acts as water stirrer, due to high velocity components (horizontal and vertical) and frequent shape change. These parameters add an influence of high buoyancy force and low surface tension. A reduction in the bubble size (milli to micro) tends to change the upward velocity, buoyancy force, drag force and exhibit a little or no turbulence effect.

An experimental setup was established to study the development of fine air bubbles in a stagnant vertical water column. Porous sintered glasses with porosities of 1 to 40 μm, were used as diffuser to produce micro bubbles. To close the real wastewater physicochemical characteristics, the Glycerin in various volume fractions of 0.1% to 0.5% in distilled water was used. The relationships between Froude number and bubble velocity as well as Reynolds number and bubble diameter, show that the higher pollutant concentration in the water solution would decrease the bubble diameter and reduce the vertical velocity. These parameters (bubble diameter and vertical velocity) lead to high effectiveness of suspended particle separation, and are validated by measuring the low concentration of pollutant (PPM).

Keyword: milli and micro bubble, turbulence effect, porous sintered glass, submerged diffuser, polydisperse, polluted water, froude number, PPM decreasing.

1. Introduction

The motion of air bubbles in a vertical water column is dependent on the many forces acting on it. After the bubble detaches itself from its source, the main forces that act on it are buoyancy and drag. The buoyancy force mainly depends on the volume of the bubble and the drag force depends on the contact surface area of the bubble. Bigger bubble has higher buoyancy and drag force, both acting in opposite directions; this causes shape deformation. As the bubble becomes more deformed in the horizontal direction, the drag force would increase. The drag force appears as horizontal velocity and moves in a zig-zag pattern upward. This condition leads to turbulent flow and creates the stirring effect.

On the other hand, small bubble has a small buoyancy and drag force. There is almost no shape deformation; the bubble shape remains in a sphere form. The spherical bubble has the lowest velocity, and it has strong relationship between bubble shape and bubble velocity as shown by Kracht W., 2010. Compared to the bigger bubble, a smaller bubble has a better vertical movement due to negligible horizontal velocity. The other bubble shape is spheroidal or elliptical as studied by Tomiyama A., 2002 ; Alexander Zuniga, 2007. They found that the spheroidal bubbles have high Reynolds number. In comparison to spheroidal bubbles, spherical bubbles have low Reynolds number, i.e. laminar flow and negligible stirring effect. In this research this fine bubble has been found suitable for suspended particle separation.

Different types of forces act on a bubble at the time of bubble generation and the time of bubble detachment. Ideally, the bubble that emerges and travels up should have a spherical shape, but due to various forces acting on it, the bubble keeps on changing its shape. The various forces that act on a bubble before it detaches from a vertical wall have been reported by Fan, 1999; Vazquez A., 2010; Yeoh G.H., 2005. The forces acting at the time of detachment were investigated by J. Katz, 1996; Kracht W., 2010. Their studies have shown that shape stabilization is not instantaneous during the first 10-15 ms due to detachment force. This detachment force also produces bubble collision, excitation, and coalescence. The dynamic behaviour of equal-sized spherical bubbles interaction (merger, separation, pairing-off, repairing and oscillation) were investigated by Ruzicka, 2000. He reduced the air inlet pressure to control the period of bubble generation, and ensured that the vertical distance between bubbles was long enough to decrease the influence of the detachment force.
One of the reasons for bubble shape change is the amount of pollution in water. Pollutions change the physicochemical characteristics of water (surface tension, viscosity and density). The decreasing of surface tension and liquid viscosity, and the increasing of air density are subjected to reduce the bubble size, reported by Scafer R., 2002. An increase of the surface tension would generate bigger bubble Idogawa K., 1987. The application of different gases and variable pressure, and found that the bubble size decreased when there was an increase of the gas density Wilkinson P.M., 1991. The using of glycerine as a pollutant to study the bubble-particle collision forces [Hong T., 1998. The concentration level and the types of pollutant influencing the velocity and bubble shapes were studied by Kracht W., 2010.]

II. The objective of the research.

The objective of this research is the separation of suspended solid in the stagnant pollutant water by air micro bubble.

III. Methodology

B. Acting forces on bubbles

The bubble diameter and velocity are the main factors to be controlled for effective pollution separation. The hydrodynamic parameters (bubble size, bubble rising velocity, bubble formation frequency) are important parameters for controlling the flotation process in oily wastewater, Parmakulak P., 2009. Buoyancy and gas momentum forces act upward, while all other forces act downward.

Some porous diffuser has a rough surface, therefore a small part of the surface would be flat while the rest of the surface would be inclined. The forces acting on a bubble before the bubble detaches itself from the diffuser are detailed in Fig. 1, Table 1. Any inclination in pore position will produce enlarged bubble forces that will create bigger bubbles as formulated in equation 5.

TABLE 1. The forces influencing bubble generation and detachment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Eq., when pore is in a vertical Position (Fig. 1a) ( \phi = 90^\circ )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( F_B )</td>
<td>Buoyancy force</td>
<td>( F_B = \frac{\pi}{6} d_B^3 (\rho_l - \rho_g) g )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_M )</td>
<td>Gas momentum force</td>
<td>( F_M = \frac{\pi}{4} D_e^2 P_e u_e^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_D )</td>
<td>Surface tension force</td>
<td>( F_D = C_A \left( \frac{\pi}{4} d_B^2 \right) \frac{\rho_u u_e^2}{2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_a )</td>
<td>Bassett force</td>
<td>( F_B = \pi D_a^2 \sigma \cos \theta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{BA} )</td>
<td>Bassett force</td>
<td>( F_{BA} = 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{IB} )</td>
<td>Bubble inertial force</td>
<td>( F_{IB} = \frac{d}{dt} \left[ \rho_B \left( \frac{\pi}{6} d_B^3 \right) u_8 \right] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- \( C_D = \frac{24}{Re} \)

a. Vertical diffuser pore: The forces acting on a bubble at the time of generation in a vertical position pore diffuser can be formulated as below:

\[
\sum F_{vertical} = F_M + F_B - F_D \tag{1}
\]

Where \( F_M \) is momentum force and \( F_B \) is buoyancy force.

The momentum force of air inlet (\( F_{in} \)) would help to generate the bubble, and is dependent on cross sectional area of the diffuser pore, density of air, and velocity of air entering the diffuser.

The buoyancy force is dependent on volume of bubble, density differences between water and air and gravitational acceleration.

The effective bubble generation forces for a vertical diffuser pore are:

\[
\sum F_{pull-out} = F_M + F_B - F_D \tag{2}
\]

At the moment of detachment, the force acting on the bubble would be:

\[
\sum F_{det} = F_B + F_M - (F_B + F_M - F_B + F_A + F_B + F_D) \tag{3}
\]

b. Inclined diffuser pore (\( \phi \)): The forces acting on the bubble at the time of generation can be described into two directions i.e. vertical and horizontal. The horizontal and vertical forces acting on a bubble are:

\[
\sum F_{vertical} = F_M \sin \theta + F_B \tag{4}
\]

\[
\sum F_{horizontal} = F_M \cos \theta \tag{5}
\]

The generation of bubbles is dependent on three forces viz, momentum, surface tension and drag. The net force resulting from the interaction of the three forces is the effective bubble generation force, termed as \( F_{pull-out} \):

\[
F_{pull-out} = F_M - F_B - F_D \tag{6}
\]

At the time of detachment, the net force acting on the bubble would be:

\[
\sum F_{det} = F_B + F_M \sin \theta - (F_D + F_A + F_B + F_{BA} + F_{IB} + F_B + F_{IB}) \tag{7}
\]

Inclined diffuser pores always tend to generate bigger bubbles due to smaller bubble pull-out force and detachment force (equation 6 and 7) and enlarged bubble force (equation 5).
To classify the acting forces into lift force and drag force, a different lift coefficient (CL) for the same depths at different instances is found by Kulkarni A. A., 2008. The correlation of air bubble drag force and fluid flow in a venturi was investigated by Soubiran J., 2000, with the assumption that oscillations would not occur. The drag and virtual mass forces acting on a single air bubble were investigated by Dijkstra zen, 2005.

The rough surface condition of the diffuser will influence the surface energy, due to decreased bubble pull out forces (F_{pa} and F_{p}). These acting forces will change slightly when the position of diffuser hole is not on the flat surface, eventually increasing the size of bubble.

![Diagram of forces acting on a growing bubble](image1)  

Figure 1. The forces acting on a growing bubble, at different pore situations.

For the drag force as stated in Table 1, the drag coefficient (CD) is 24/Re when the Re is close to 1. For the value of Re between 1 to 500, Rivikind and Ryskind suggested the following equation representing the CD as cited by Xu H., 2004:

$$CD = \frac{1}{\kappa+1}\left[\kappa\left(\frac{24}{Re} + \frac{4}{Re^{1/5}} + \frac{14.9}{Re^{0.78}}\right)\right]$$  

Where: \( \kappa = \frac{\mu_e}{\mu_i} \approx 1.831 \times 10^{-2} \) and 0.8899

As K depends on air and water viscosities therefore, the CD equation becomes:

$$CD = \frac{0.484}{Re} + \frac{0.081}{Re^{1/3}} + \frac{14.6}{Re^{0.78}}$$  

By assuming upward forces as positive and downward as negative, the balance on the free bubble is:

$$\sum F = F_B - F_D$$  

C. Experimental Set-up

Fig. 2 shows the experimental set-up to produce air bubbles through a submerged diffuser at the base of a water column. Various transducers are shown to monitor different parameters at the inlet. A vertical water column of 100 mm W x 100 mm L x 340 mm H was used. Porous sintered glass with porosities of 0 to 16 μm, and 16 to 40 μm were used to produce small size bubbles.

Compressed air at a pressure range of 5 to 33 kPa was forced through the diffuser at the base of the water column. An adjustable valve was used to control air flow in the system with a range of 0.25 to 1.8 l/min.

![Diagram of experimental set-up](image2)  

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up to produce bubbles in a vertical water column.

The Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) was used to monitor the size of the air bubbles and their horizontal/vertical velocities. The refraction of light (when light met bubbles) was accepted by a receiver and detected as a burst, was shown on a monitor. Each burst was detected and noted as a sample. The number of samples was 1 up to 2000 and the data sampling duration was recorded in 30 seconds. The print out of LDA contains 3 bar graphs; top bar graphs representing vertical velocity, middle bar graphs representing horizontal velocity, and bottom bar graphs representing bubble diameter. Several experiments were carried out to investigate the behaviour of air bubbles in distilled water, ordinary tap water, and polluted water. A diffuser was mounted at the base side of the water column. Sintered glasses with various porosities (1-10μm, 10-16μm and 16-40μm) were used as diffusers to produce micron size air bubbles. Pressurized air was introduced through the diffuser. The bubble diameter and rise-up velocity was measured using LDA, where the laser beam refraction was captured as an input signal. The transparency of water was necessary to forward the laser refraction beam to the signal receiver. In order to maintain the transparency of the
water solution, but at the same time to have the physicochemical characteristics as close as possible to the local resident waste water. Glycerin was added to represent the pollutant.

IV. Results and Discussions
A. LDA graph result
Monodispersed bubble is a single bubble that is detected at the intersection point of the laser beams. Fig. 3 shows the print outs of the LDA showing bubble size, and horizontal and vertical velocity components of a monodispersed air bubble at an inlet air pressure of 22 kPA, using 1-10 µm sintered glass diffuser. An increase in the inlet air pressure would produce polydispersed bubbles (various diameters at the same time) as shown in Fig. 4.

The LDA print out in Fig. 3 shows a bubble of 43 µm diameter, with detection time of 30 seconds and one bubble in the vertical axis was detected. The bubbles have 0.1 m/s horizontal velocity. Fig. (4c) shows the LDA print out indicating bubbles of four different diameters (20, 25, 45, and 48 µm) had been detected. The LDA also measured different rise-up velocities for those bubbles. This shows that the velocity of each bubble cannot be easily determined in the polydispersed graph than the monodispersed case.

![LDA graph result](image)

Figure 3. LDA print outs for monodispersed bubble monitored at 22 kPA using 1-10 µm porosity sintered glass.

B. Characteristics of impurities water
Glycerine in concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 %vol was added to distilled water to represent the pollutant. At 0.4% vol. of glycerine, the artificially polluted water exhibited similar characteristics as the resident waste water. The physical characteristics of the artificial polluted water are shown in Fig. 5. Generally, surface tension decreases, whereas water density increases as the percentage of glycerine increases. The decreasing surface tension contributed to the increase of buoyancy force and drag force; the higher buoyancy force is the most wanted parameter for separation of suspended particles. Because of widening density gap between air and water, the horizontal bubble velocity also increases, creating undesired stirring effect. From these phenomena, it is obvious that the glycerine impurity does not only reduce the linearity of bubble movement and creates new horizontal velocities, but also produces variations in bubble size, as detected from bubble dispersion.

![Effect of Glycerine on various parameters](image)

Figure 5. The effect of Glycerine as an impurity on various parameters.

The air bubble diameter produced by the sintered glass depends mainly on the porosity and supplied air (pressure and flow). Smaller porosity and low inlet air pressure produce uniform micro bubbles. The larger porosity produces polydispersed bubbles i.e. a bubble with various diameters, with components of horizontal and vertical velocities. By limiting the inlet air pressure and using small porosity sintered glass, the size and velocity of bubbles can be controlled in a narrow range.

C. The influence of pollutant on bubble diameter and upward velocity
The addition of pollutant in distilled water increases the bubble size in the same way as air inlet pressure, due to increasing viscosity and decreasing surface tension. The increase in liquid viscosity causes a reduction of drag force as follow by decreasing of $\chi$ and $CD$ in equation 10, whereas the bubble diameter increases. Therefore the bubble area and volume would be larger, finally the drag and buoyancy force would be elevated. A second order
polynomial curve fit has been used to establish the relationship between inlet air pressure and bubble diameter for varying percentage of glycerine distilled water as shown in Fig. 6.

The addition of pollutant in distilled water also increases bubble upward velocity due to decreasing water surface tension. As stated in equations 2 and 6, the bubble generation forces would be increased as the decreasing surface tension decreases. The relationship between upward velocity and bubble diameter at various percentage of glycerine is shown in Fig. 7.

**Figure 6.** The relationship between inlet air pressure versus bubble diameter.

**Figure 7.** The relationship between inlet air pressure vs bubble vertical velocity.

**D. Flow characteristic in Froude and Reynolds number**

Since the bubble movement is dependent on the dynamics as well as gravitational forces acting on it, and the relationship between these forces lead to Froude number, therefore the Froude number is presented and plotted in Fig.8. The presence of pollutant in water would change the bubble diameter and velocity, consequently Froude number would be shifted to a lower value.

**Figure 8.** The relationship between velocity versus Froude number. The y error bar is in the range of 0.01 to 0.02.

Acknowledging the significance of bubble diameter as the main factor for determining Reynolds number, the relationship between Reynolds number and bubble diameter is presented and plotted in Fig. 9. From the figure, it is observed that increasing percentage of pollutant would increase the Reynolds number.

Increasing the inlet air pressure tend to generate bigger bubble and higher vertical velocity, and merging between bubbles happen more frequently due to shorter vertical distance between them. The change in bubble diameter is controlled by the inlet air pressure. This can be observed in Fig. 6, where a 9 kPa increment (from 21 to 30 kPa) produced a 5 fold increase in the average bubble size. The vertical velocity increased 8 fold (0.1 to 0.8m/s) (Fig.8.), and the Reynolds number increased 5.7 times (from 10.8 to 61.4) as indicated in Fig. 9. These show that in order to control the Reynolds number, one needs to control the bubble size, due to the strong relationship between bubble diameter and Reynolds number.

By keeping the bubble size and its upward velocity constant, the lifting of suspended particle can be achieved at the optimum condition, which has been validated by decreasing pollutant level (Fig. 10).

**Figure 9.** The relationship between Reynolds number versus bubble diameter. The y error bar is in between 2 and 3.

**E. The reduction in pollutant level**

The relationship of pollutant level versus aeration time is shown in Fig. 10, for various air bubble sizes. It is evident that the bubbles become less effectiveness to remove pollution as the bubble size increases. Smaller bubble sizes are more effective in reducing the pollutant level in water. This is clearly
shown in Fig. 10 where micro bubbles have the capacity to reduce the pollutant level from 2400 to 1200 PPM after 5 hours of aeration, whereas millimeter bubbles can only reduce the pollutant level from 2400 to 1800 PPM, after 3.5 hours.

![Image of Fig. 10. The relationship between pollutant reduction (PPM) and bubble size.](image)

V. CONCLUSIONS

Monodispersed air bubbles are released at an inlet air pressure of 22 kPa or below, whereas, a combination of monodispersed and polydispersed bubbles are produced at a pressure range of 22 kPa to 27 kPa. However, when the inlet air pressure is increased beyond 27 kPa, only polydispersed bubbles are produced, and horizontal velocity increase. These dynamic behaviours of air bubbles show that air pressure is a significant factor in controlling the generation of micro air bubble. The physical behaviours (size and velocities) of air bubble are controlled by physicochemical characteristics of water like surface tension, density, viscosity, etc.

Similarly, higher amount of glycerine in water would increase the bubble size as well as the velocity. The bubble velocity and diameter are the key factors that determine the mechanism for the suspended particle, either stirring or lifting. Millimetre sized bubbles would cause a stirring mechanism whereas micro sized bubbles would create an entrainment mechanism that would lift the suspended particles to the water surface. In general, smaller air bubbles are effective for removing smaller particles and hence reducing the pollutant level more effectively.
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